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Abstract: This proposed method is used for information leak detection is to generate fingerprint of the confidential document and generate token
id that is available in Database and then check it with confidential document. In this paper, we propose an improvement for this approach to
offer a much faster processing time with accuracy. The core idea of our solution is to eliminate types of phrases from the ﬁngerprinting process.
Types of phrases are identiﬁed by looking at available public documents of the organization that we want to protect from information leaks and
different phrases are identiﬁed with the help Databases.
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1.

Introduction

Information leaks are a major problem of computer
systems. The leak of confidential data either be it accidental
or intentional, may cause huge losses to the data owner.
These losses may not be only financial, but also reputation
loss whose cost cannot be estimated easily
. There may be 2 solutions for information leak
detection. The first one is to use specific expressions,
keywords or phrases for identify confidential information.
For example, a leak of a MasterCard number can be detected
by searching expressions of 16 digits starting with two digits
in the range from 51 to 55. In this case[2], the alternative
solution is to generate fingerprints of confidential
information, which are of any structure, and check the
generated fingerprints against fingerprints obtained from
outgoing file.
We here provide a solution based on information
retrieval[1] to identify only phrases containing sensitive
information for fingerprinting. The main idea of our solution
is to identify the popularity of phrases before fingerprinting
in two ways. We first look at available public documents of
the company that we want to protect from information leak.
. Our solution can improve the accuracy of detection by
reducing false positives caused by public and common
phrases. Our work makes the following major contributions
 We propose[12] a solution to improve the
performance of the traditional approach for
information leak detection. Our main idea is to
identify non-sensitive phrases as well as common
phrases, and remove them from the fingerprinting
process of confidential documents.
 To evaluate the popularity of a long combined
phrase we provide a technique to split the phrase
into sub-phrases and finding out the popularity of
the phrase based on its divided phrases.

2.

Related Work

An information retrieval based solution to improve the
performance of the traditional cyclical hashing approach for
information leak detection. The core idea of IRILD[1] is to
identify and remove public phrases (found in public
documents) and common phrases (identiﬁed by checking the
number of results returned by Google when querying the
phrases)from the ﬁngerprinting process, since these types of
phrases do not contain sensitive information. Speciﬁcally,
IRILD achieved a much faster leak detection speed. As a
result, IRILD can be utilized by systems with a large
numbers of sensitive documents. Also, IRILD achieved
much higher accuracy when compared with traditional
cyclical hashing due to the removal of false positives related
to public and common phrases.
Data leakage is the big challenge in front of the industries
& different institutes. Though there are number of systems
designed for the data security by using different
encryption algorithms, there is a big issue of the integrity of
the users of those systems. It is very hard for any system
administrator to trace out the data leaker among the
system users. It creates a lot many ethical issues in the
working environment of the office.
The data leakage detection industry is very
heterogeneous as it evolved out of ripe product lines of
leading IT security vendors. A broad arsenal of enabling
technologies such as firewalls, encryption, access control,
identity management, machine learning content/contextbased detectors and others have already been
incorporated to offer protection against various facets of
the data leakage threat. The competitive benefits of
developing a "one-stop-shop", silver bullet data leakage
detection suite is mainly in facilitating effective
orchestration of the aforementioned enabling technologies
to provide the highest degree of protection by ensuring
an optimal fit of specific data leakage detection
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technologies with the "threat landscape" they operate in.
This landscape is characterized by types of leakage
channels, data states, users, and IT platforms. Traditionally,
leakage detection is handled by watermarking, e.g., a
unique code is embedded in each distributed copy. If
that copy is later discovered in the hands of an unauthorized
party, the leaker can be identified. Watermarks[3] can be
very useful in some cases, but again, involve some
modification of the original data. Furthermore,
watermarks can sometimes be destroyed if the data recipient
is malicious. E.g. A hospital may give patient records to
researchers who will devise new treatments. Similarly, a
company may have partnerships with other companies that
require sharing customer data. Another enterprise may
outsource its data processing, so data must be given to
various other companies. We call the owner of the data the
distributor and the supposedly trusted third parties the
agents.
The beneﬁt of an Agent-based Information Leak-age
Detection system[4] lies in the ability to modify and add
detection capabilities, modularize those capabilities, and
then conditionally employ such capabilities at the discretion
of a central control mechanism (in our system, the
Controller Agent). The use of mobile agents as described in
this paper, and in general, reduces the per-host
administrative complexity as once the initial agent
environment is properly installed and conﬁgured, all further
necessary actions are performed by the agents themselves.
Additionally, mobile agents are able to provide unique
reporting capabilities that, for the purposes of our research,
may beneﬁt the analysis of information leakage and the
underlying covert channels through which information has
been leaked. While the information leakage detection
approach detailed here is based on the work of [20], future
work in this area may lead to the inclusion of techniques
aimed at detecting and blocking covert channels prior to the
occurrence of information leakage. Given the highly varied
nature of covert channeling methods, detecting all such
methods is likely a matter for which a solution can only be
obtained through the liberal use of techniques rooted deeply
in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence.
Data plays a pivotal role in IT systems. Especially when
sensitive data has to be sent to other places through trusted
agents, it is very challenging and important to detect leakage
when they deliberately leak it to others. The scenario where
a distributor gives sensitive data to his trusted agents and the
data is intentionally leaked to others. The distributor
should identify or detect this leakage and its means that
is who leaked it as well. This is the problem of paper [6]
Towards this we propose new data allocation strategies for
improving the probability of detecting leakages accurately.
The system should detect leakage correctly and the means
as well as against to the leakage by other means. The

proposed methods [5] do not relay on the alterations of
released data. It is also possible to inject “looks genuine but
fake” data in order to improve the probability of detecting
leakage and tracing the party who actually leaked it.
Sharing of data should proceed by considering
assumptions specified and may reduce the leakage through
our efficient algorithm and by the process of asymmetric
key encryption algorithm for the fake object creation and
which includes our chances of detection process even when
the intended persons are colluded. Our future work includes
the inquiring of agent guilt models that capture leakage
scenarios that are not studied in this paper[15]. For
instance, what is the appropriate model for cases where
agents can collude and identify fake tuples? Another open
problem is the extension of our allocation strategies so that
they can handle agent requests in an online fashion.
Data leakage happens every day when confidential
business information such as customer data, bank
details, source code or design specifications, intellectual
property and trade secrets are leaked out. When these
are leaked out it leaves the company insecure state and
it goes outside the jurisdiction. Because it may not be
certain if a leaked object came from an agent or from
some other source, since certain data cannot admit
watermarks. So this uncontrollable data leakage put
business in a susceptible position. In spite of these
difficulties, this system[19] shown that it is possible to
assess the likelihood that an agent is responsible for a
leak, based on the overlap of his data with the leaked data
and the data of other agents. The presented model assesses
the “guilt”of agents on basis of general method as well
as fake elimination method. So in this system we can
find particular one guilty agent. The main focus of this
project is the data allocation problem. It specifies how
the distributor can “intelligently” give data to agents in
order to improve the chances of detecting a guilty
agent. Finally, by adding fake objects to distributed set,
the distributor can find the guilt agent easily.

3.

Implementation study

To avoid false positives involving phrases as shown in
the example of Figure 1 and also reduce the un-necessary
cost of generating and checking ﬁngerprint of the phrases
from Database, we propose Fingerprint based method that is
able to identify phrases and eliminate them from the
ﬁngerprinting process. In our method, we evaluate the
popularity of phrases by submitting them to in database that
contains large number of phrases.
Information leak detection system will also eliminate
phrases that can be found in those public documents from
the ﬁngerprinting process because these phrases contain
already known information.
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This method generates ﬁngerprints for conﬁdential
documents in three steps. First we take input text file and
then secondly we generate token ID for the specific text file
by removing and third steps is to verify this text file as
illustrated in fig. 1.
Note that while the ﬁngerprint generation of information
leak detection system is different from that of the popular
approach, the information leak detection of these two
approaches is still the same, i.e., ﬁngerprints of conﬁdential
documents in the database are used to check against
ﬁngerprints of outgoing documents for information leak
detection. Also, note that this method is not used for
encoded, encrypted, or compressed data.

text. The overview of the Information leak detection system
is shown in figure 2.

3.1 System design:

Fig-2 overview of generating tokens of input file
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Figure-3:overview of ILD file verification

Figure 1: System design for Information leak Detection System

4.

This method generates ﬁngerprints for conﬁdential
documents in three steps. First we take input text file and
then secondly we generate token ID for the specific text file
by removing and third steps is to verify this text file
If the result is true then text is correct and if the result is
false then we conclude that someone tampered with this
text.

3.1

Experimental study:

We implement this proposed method in Netbeans
IDE 7.2.1 using Java Script pages and for storing phrases
and tokens in Databases we use My SQL by using Xamp
server v3.2.1. The experiment can be done in three steps:
First we take input text file as shown in fig-2 and then
secondly we generate token ID for the specific text file by
removing and third steps is to verify this text file.
If the result is true then text is correct and if the result is
false then we conclude that someone tampered with this

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced information leak detection
system to improve the performance of the traditional
cyclical hashing approach. The core idea of Information
retrieval is to identify and remove public phrases (found in
public documents) and common phrases from the
fingerprinting process, since these types of phrases do not
contain sensitive information. Furthermore, we conducted
extensive experimental evaluation of our solution, and
proved that it significantly outperformed the cyclical
hashing approach. As a result, Information retrieval can be
utilized by systems with a large numbers of sensitive
documents. Also, Information retrieval achieved much
higher accuracy when compared with traditional cyclical
hashing due to the removal of false positives related to
public and common phrases.
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5.

Future Enhancement

This process is only used for only text file. and if the text
file contains some Unicode characters in such cases this
process can’t give correct result.
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